


Quality

Quality.  Capabilities.  Service.

Built for Reliability

Our meticulous standards and ISO 9001 certified quality 
system make Liner Products the industry leader for 
CIPP tubes that consistently perform beyond your 
expectations.

Rigorous specifications and controls have been 
established throughout our supply chain to ensure 
quality for all material components.

Quality assurance testing is performed on site for 
materials, manufacturing processes, and finished tubes 
to ensure conformance with customer specifications.  
Our tubes comply with industry standards, including 
ASTM D5813, ASTM F1216, and ASTM F1743.

Engineered for Performance

Liner Products CIPP tubes meet wide ranging 
performance demands for liner size, installation 
technique, and pipe and site conditions.

We offer a variety of felt configurations to optimize 
overall performance based on diameter, thickness, and 
project specific needs.

Our tube coatings have been developed for versatility, 
durability, and ease of installation.

We use our experience to design and manufacture a 
tube, or even a tube system, to meet unique project 
requirements.

Proprietary equipment and processes, consistent raw materials and attention to detail yield lining 
tubes designed and manufactured to deliver project success.

Liner Products is committed to providing reliable, 
high performance CIPP tubes through dedication to 
quality, continuous improvement, and innovation.

Our experience and industry leading manufacturing 
capabilities for both dry and resin saturated liners 
enable us to provide solutions for virtually any CIPP 
application.

Exceptional service can make the difference.  Our 
commitment to our customers helps you better serve 
your clients and execute projects effectively.

Liner Products’ proven record of delivering superior value is why leading 
cured-in-place pipe installers trust us for their most demanding projects.



Capabilities

Tube Sizes
Tubes can be produced 
in diameters from 3” to 
120“ and thicknesses up to 
85 mm. Tube thicknesses are 
available in increments of 
0.5 mm to give you precise 
control over liner thickness—
saving resin, time and money.

Installation Method
We manufacture liners 
for the commonly used 
installation methods, 
including inversion, pull-in 
and inflate, and traditional 
pull-in-place. Tubes may be 
designed for curing with hot 
water, steam or ultraviolet 
(UV) light.

Construction
Tubes are available with heat 
bonded or stitched seams, 
depending upon diameter 
and tube thickness. An 
extensive selection of felt 
and coating combinations 
provides options to best meet 
the needs of your operations 
and project requirements.

Custom Tubes
Liner Products can 
accommodate pipe 
changes and special 
design conditions with fully 
customized tubes—including 
diameter transitions, 
thickness changes, fiber 
reinforcements and onsite 
splicing for very large tubes.

Service

Lead Times
We understand the importance of prompt and reliable delivery.  Our short lead times and ability to expedite urgent orders keep 
your operations flexible, cost effective, and responsive to your clients’ needs.

Logistics
Logistics management from order to delivery is integral to our quality system. Our logistics experience is especially important 
for time sensitive deliveries such as emergency situations and over-the-hole wet outs. Our strategically located facilities allow 
for minimized transit times—usually one or two days for most of the U.S. and Canada.

Technical Support
Our management and technical teams have extensive experience in every aspect of CIPP manufacturing and installation.  We 
work closely with our customers to develop solutions for special conditions and requirements, and provide support from order 
to installation.

Liner Products’ industry leading product line and custom manufacturing capabilities leverage the versatility 
of cured-in-place pipe for a variety of applications.

Our experienced professionals strive to consistently exceed your expectations for responsiveness, delivery 
and support.



1468 West Hospital Road
Paoli, Indiana 47454 

Tel 812.723.0244   |   Fax 812.723.0405
 www.linerproducts.com

Manufacturing Quality CIPP Liners since 1999

Dry and Resin Saturated Tubes

Heat-Bonded and Stitched

Water, Steam and UV Curing

Reinforced Tubes

Lateral Materials

Preliners and Calibration Hoses


